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ARTICLE DETAILS 
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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Kinga Polanska 
Nofer Institute of Occupational Medicine 

REVIEW RETURNED 09-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The introduction part of the manuscript can be enriched with 
additional references mostly in the part indicating the impact of 
regulations to prevent SHS exposure on hospital admissions for 
cardiovascular and respiratory diseases (page 4 lines 47-48  

 

REVIEWER Marco D Huesch 
USC, Los Angeles, CA, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 14-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Great, well-designed and important study. Neat data with the crucial 
novelty being adjustment for confounders of the sort we rarely see or 
do here in general health services.  
 
I'd like to see a little comment as to multiple testing issues, as to why 
specification tests and falsification tests were done, and a little more 
US, European and beyond-Spain references. For example we 
looked at this in New Jersey recently (Huesch, Ostbye and one, 
Health Economics) and in our cites are pointers to more of the 
literature.  
 
Finally, while I agree that larger studies are worth doing, aren't the 
mixed results here I especially the lack of decrease in tobacco 
consumption- already sufficient to inform SHS policy? In other 
words, shouldn't the authors go a little stronger in their policy 
conclusions? 
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

 

Reviewer Name: Kinga Polanska  

Institution and Country: Nofer Institute of Occupational Medicine  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below:  

The introduction part of the manuscript can be enriched with additional references mostly in the part 

indicating the impact of regulations to prevent SHS exposure on hospital admissions for 

cardiovascular and respiratory diseases (page 4 lines 47-48)  

 

Authors: Following the reviewer´s suggestion, we have included additional references (cites 7, 13-27) 

related to the impact of regulations to prevent SHS exposure on hospital admissions for 

cardiovascular and respiratory diseases.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

 

Reviewer Name: Marco D Huesch  

Institution and Country: USC, Los Angeles, CA, USA  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below:  

 

Great, well-designed and important study. Neat data with the crucial novelty being adjustment for 

confounders of the sort we rarely see or do here in general health services.  

 

I'd like to see a little comment as to multiple testing issues, as to why specification tests and 

falsification tests were done, and a little more US, European and beyond-Spain references. For 

example we looked at this in New Jersey recently (Huesch, Ostbye and one, Health Economics) and 

in our cites are pointers to more of the literature.  

Authors: We truly appreciate the reviewer´s suggestions and pointing out their study. As suggested, 

we have added the following text in page 12 in the Discussion section:  

 

This variability between regions has been highlighted by Shetty et al. who showed that positive and 

negative changes in acute myocardial infarction incidence were just as likely after a smoking ban in 

the U.S. and suggested that comparisons of small samples might have led to atypical findings.30  

SHS prevention has unambiguous beneficial effects on several health outcomes. However, policy 

evaluation reveals that a statewide ban on smoking in public places may lead to draw atypical 

conclusions depending on which conditions are selected. These results underscore the importance of 

evaluations testing multiple outcomes and considering systematic approaches to account for 

particular issues, including alternative model specifications and sensitivity analyses.40 (Huesch MD, 

Ostbye T, Ong MK. Measuring the effect of policy interventions at the population level: some 

methodological concerns. Health Econ 2012; 21:1234-1249)  

 

Finally, while I agree that larger studies are worth doing, aren't the mixed results here I especially the 

lack of decrease in tobacco consumption- already sufficient to inform SHS policy? In other words, 

shouldn't the authors go a little stronger in their policy conclusions?  

Authors: Being that the smoking ban evaluated here was a partial one, we do not think it is 

appropriate to present our results, based only on two large urban enclaves, as strong as to present 

our findings as definite. However, we agree with the reviewer and we have incorporated this 

paragraph at the end of the document (page 13) to strengthen our conclusions while pointing out to 

the future evaluation of the 2011 ban, a total smoking ban, which we expect to shed some light on the 
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issue:  

 

The Spanish partial smoking ban was effective in reducing SHS exposure at the workplace, while 

having no impact on active tobacco consumption and, so far, the results on cardiovascular and 

respiratory morbidity have proven inconsistent. A future evaluation of the second ban implemented in 

January 2011, prohibiting smoking in all public places, will help us elucidate the global impact of a 

comprehensive smoke-free policy on health outcomes. 
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